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III Semester B.A. /B.Sc. /B.Com./B.B.A/B.CA/B.H.M./B.Sc.
(FAD/IDD/BVA) Examination, DecreEEr - 2OL9

(CBCS) (Repeaters) (Prior to 2Ot9-2O/2015-16 and Onwards)
ADDITIONAL ENGLISH . III

FOOT PRINTS . III

Time : 3 Hours

Instructions : (i) Ansuter all the questions.

fi) Wntu the question number conectly.

1. (A) Use any one of the ouflines given below to write a mystery story : 1O

Newspaper headlines-holidaying in Goa-locals, Police-curious, we
Ventured toward-a dead girl washed ashore-the body all swollen
&p-the Body taken for autopsy- a chip containing information found
under her skin.

OR

A software engineer killed abroad- no clue left-police recover his
laptop- they get confusing details about him- a photograph found in his
wallet of a girl of suspicious identity -one of the friends of the engineer'
goes abroad-within two days he says who the murder is ....

(B) Write a speech to be delivered on one of the occasions given below : 1O

You are tJle President of Literary Club of your college. You have arranged
for guest lectures by two eminent professors on 'Literature helps in
shaping individual character'. Students and faculty are invited. Write
a vote of thanks for the occasion.

OR

Ypu are the Secretary of Anti-Ragging Committee and are organizing a
seminar on "Anti-Drug Awareness Program". You have invited delegates

; from different colleges in the city. Write a welcome speech for the
occasion.
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U. (A) Answer any five questions in one or two sentences each. Sx2=1O
i. For how maly hours did the writer sit down thinking of bygone

times in the "Ghost Stoq/ and what did he recal.l ?
2- How do modern ventriloquists entertain the audience in Bhuto'?
3. What was Naveen actua-lly interested in and what did Naveen's'

uncle want him to join ?

4. What was the village inn called in the story 'The Advent of the
Speckled Band'?

5. What is tl.e promise that mankind has to fulfill according to Chaplin ?
6. According to Mary Fisher, who is affected most by AIDS infection ?
7. What according to AI Gore, would be the first step to fight the

threat of global warming ?

8. Who was labeled as "The Merchant of Death" ?

(B) Answer aay four questions in a paragraph each. 4xS=2O
1. Briefly describe the room which the writer rented in Mark Twain's

story.
2. Describe ttre list of events that made the narrator conclude that$ he was not alone in his chamber in ttre lesson 'A Ghost Story'.
3. Give a brief character sketch of Dr.Grimesby Roylott.
4. What according to Chaplin are the essential qualities of human

beings ?

5. Describe the events on the night of Julia,s death.
6. Why is AIDS a present danger according to Mar5r Fisher ?
7. Discuss the measures AI Gore suggests in order to tackle the

climate crisis.

(C) Answer any two in about two pages each. 2xt.O=2O
I' Expl4n how the element of humour is introduced through the

cofnic twist in Mark TWain's 'A Ghost Story,.
2- Bhuto'can be classified as a supernatural story - Discuss.
3. Logical reasoning and observation stand vital in the detective fiction

in 'The Adventure ofthe Speckled Band,. Explain.
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